
"His school teacher noticed the improvement in his

performance due to his participation in Vision

Therap. It is well worth the effort and time! Go for it.

If you can do anything to help a child learn to love to

read and feel better about himself, it is worth it!" 

- William, Parent

"Before my daughter started Vision Therapy, she had

poor concentration, low self-esteem, and poor study

skills. She did not ask questions in class if she did

not understand the material. Now, a sa result of

completing VT, I have seen a great improvement and

would definitely recommend VT."

- Lorraine, Parent
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Vision is more than

Tracking: Ability of the eyes to simultaneously and smoothly
follow moving objects or words on a page.

Eye Teaming: Ability of both eyes to point at the same object,
at the same time.

Focusing: Ability to look quickly from distance to near, or
near to distance, without blurriness.

Perceptual: Visual memory, visual discrimination, spatial
relationships, visual closure, visual/auditory integration,
visual motor integration, directionality, laterality, and bi-
laterally are all perceptual skills.

If your child, or someone you know has difficulty
learning, they may have a vision related

learning problem. Visual wellness evaluations
help determine the best course of action.

Your child deserves to
See Life more clearly!
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There's More To Healthy Vision Than Meets The Eye

While most people believe that good vision means
simply having 20/20 acuity, or seeing clearly in the
distance, binocular vision - how the brain and eyes
work together - has a tremendous impact on the
learning process for both children and adults.

Many people do not realize their struggles in the
classroom and/or workplace may be in no way linked
to intelligence, or how hard they are trying, Instead, it
may be more difficult to visually process the
information put before them.

School eye screenings do not replace eye exams.
These screenings only check for visual acuity, and

do not screen visual skills including tracking,
focusing, eye teaming, or perceptual skills. 

Not knowing the cause of these problems, can
have a detrimental affect on self-esteem and
behavior. Many children labeled as classroom
problems can grow into troubled teens. And
eventually struggling adults, if their visual
problems are not diagnosed and treated. One in
4 children, and 7 in 10 juvenile delinquents, have
a vision disorder that interferes with their ability
to achieve.

75-90% of learning in a
classroom occurs through the

visual system. If the visual
system is not working

properly, this can seriously
hinder a child trying to

perform up to their potential.

How Can VT Help?

Vision Therapy is a progressive method of

retraining the eyes and brain to work

together. During vision therapy, a vision

therapist works with the patient through a

series of exercises to build new eye

coordination skills. The final result is that

both eyes are tracking and working together

as a team. With proper diagnosis and

treatment, reading levels improve

significanlty, comprehension increases, and

even sports performance can improve. 

Symptoms of Functional
Vision Problems

Skips lines or loses place while reading or
copying
Skips words or rereads words while reading or
copying
Substitutes words while reading or copying
Reverses letters, numbers, or words
Uses a finger or marker to keep place while
reading
Reads very slowly
Has poor reading comprehension
Holds materials too close when reading/writing
Squints, close or covers one eye while reading
Has unusual posture/head tilt when
reading/writing
Has headaches after intense reading/computer
work
Has eyes that hurt or feel tired after close work
Feels unusually tired after completing a visual
task
Has double vision
Vision blurs when looking from near work
Experiences car sickness
Letters or lines run together or words jump
Words seem to move or go in and out of focus
Poor spelling skills
Crooked/poorly spaced writing
Misaligns letters or numbers
Has difficulty tracking moving objects
Trouble learning basic math concepts of size,
magnitude, and position


